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Milady Standard Natural Locks Care and Braiding is designed to be the training reference of choice
for folks focused on nurturing textured locks and providing excellent organic hair care services. That
is a "will need to have" for those who are significant about developing a wide range of services and
creating a broad, diverse customer base--crucial elements for achievement in the flourishing locks
care industry. Also included, are 17 procedures with step-by-stage photos and detailed instructions
in techniques for styling and grooming organic hair and natural locks additions. This publication
introduces the technical and creative aspects of braiding, design, and grooming hair that is naturally
curly, kinky, or multi-textured.
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This book is a "Must have" for each and every cosmetology/Natural Hair stylist student I recently
completed an all natural Hair styling course at an accredited Cosmetology school that did not focus
much on Organic Hair Treatment/Styling nor, how to care for natural locks textures from right to
tightly curled.We highly recommend the Milady Standard Natural Hair Care & Braiding book by
Diane C. I passed the exam and today I'm a Licensed Natural Hair Care Professional/Stylist. This
reserve is quite informative and explains step-by-step styling for today's versatile designs and
textures from the panel room -to-a particular date on the town.This book also includes vital
information that was left out from the Milady Cosmetology book that my school used as it's
textbook. Plenty of choices for DIYers. And most important how to correctly braid without putting
tension onto the locks follicle. Natural hair is a lot more than what you’ve been taught to believe I
purchase this reserve for natural hair care school and when We say gave me lifestyle, I mean that,
we try and find products to work for our hair and we aren't really sure what’s actually going in up
there. I am thinking about going to cosmetology school when i get my Associates degree so I have
already been doing my research. I would recommend this book Ya'll, this book the following has so
much information. Also to anyone who has children (with organic hair). THEREFORE I came on here
to look for books and found that one. I heard a lot of people say that you don't find out about
African American locks in depth. It's an excellent foundation for organic haircare. :) Five Stars This
book is by far the best Natural Hair & However, it really is a great begin to introduce college
students to natural hair in general. It gives great information on all of the basics and is well
organized, easy to read and illustrated nicely as well. Very very informative.I recommend this book
to everyone who is thinking about pursuing a career mainly because a cosmetologist or Natural
locks stylist. Well, training of this publication as showed me what my hair texture could possibly be
and what I am in fact experiencing, as well as the background of our hair, Normal Hair that is, not
just black but all types. Natural hair is merely hair that is unprocessed!!! Great primer to dark hair.
Great book. Like the various kinds of shampoos and conditioners that are suggested for different
organic hair textures, and different styling equipment that are recommended for organic hair.
Anyone new to ethnic hair will appreciate this. Great natural hair guide Great for stylist seeking to
step their skills in super curly/kinky/coil y hair. Great study guide. Very informative, I wish I would
have purchased this is beauty college. Bailey. Thanks, Milady! I'd definitely recommend this book
Good information I like this publication, but was still seeking for more information about natural hair
care. Braiding Reserve. The full-color webpages and tutorials are great.
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